
TOP 3 WAYS OF
USING SOCIAL
MEDIA STORIES AND
INSTAGRAM REELS
IN YOUR MARKETING
STRATEGY



You can create short (up to 30 second) clips for your Instagram Reels and social media
stories, match them to relevant music, add effects, and share them directly on Instagram or
whichever social media platform you're targeting, where they appear in the main newsfeed,
profile pages, and the explore page. Let's look into top three stratergies so you can make
most of this instagram feature.

A QUICK GIST OF HOW INSTAGRAM REELS AND SOCIAL
MEDIA STORIES WORK

https://www.theimpulsedigital.com/blog/top-3-ways-of-using-social-media-stories-and-instagram-reels-in-your-marketing-strategy/


1- MAKE IT FUN AND PERSONAL WITH USER-
GENERATED CONTENT
The essential idea of Reels and stories is to make a joyful and intimate connection
with your audience. So go ahead and post real user-generated content that your
clients will connect with. Micro-influencers who are related to your brand can be
partnered with. Organize contests through your Reels and reward those who
deliver the most effective content.
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2- DISPLAY YOUR PRODUCTS IN ACTION AND GIVE
YOUR AUDIENCE A GLIMPSE OF BEHIND-THE-SCENES
A quick 30-second behind-the-scenes reel is always the best method to increase
engagement and make a personal connection with your audience. You might also
use your Reels to demonstrate your product in action and creatively emphasise its
benefits, best features, and other unique selling characteristics (USPs) to
effectively imprint it in your customer's memory.



3- EDUCATE YOUR AUDIENCE WITH QUICK HOW-TO
REELS
Make a quick step-by-step instruction for your customers on how to accomplish
something creative, useful, and great with your product. In your Instagram Stories,
you may now use the Q&A sticker to collect questions, which you can later answer
in Reels.



These top three pointers will assist you in doing just that! If you're not
sure how to use Instagram Reels or Social Media Stories, get in touch
with a professional Digital Marketing Agency in Thane to help you out. 

Don't forget that Instagram Reels can help you build a better bond with
your brand's audience while also increasing its visibility.
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